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Ka Papa Huaʻōlelo: Ka Lumi Moe
Vocabulary List: Bedroom

NĀ KIKINO (nouns):
1. ka lumi moe: bedroom
2. ka pela moe: bed
3. ka uhi pela: bed sheet
4. ke kapa moe: blanket
5. ka uluna: pillow
6. ka uhi uluna: pillow sheet
7. ke kukui: light
8. ka pana kukui: light switch
9. ka pahu ʻume: dresser, drawer
10. ka waihona lole: closet
11. ka peʻahi; ka pelamakani: fan
12. ka pela moe pēpē: crib

NĀ HAMANI (transitive verbs):
13. ka uhi: to cover, as a bed with sheets
14. ka hoʻā: to ignite, turn on, as a light
15. ka hoʻopio: to extinguish, turn off, as a light
16. ka hoʻāla: to awaken someone/thing

NĀ HEHELE (intransitive verbs):
17. ka moe: to sleep, lie down
18. ke ala: to waken, stay awake, awake
19. ka ʻā: ignited, burning, on

NĀ ʻAʻANO (stative verbs):
20. ka pio: extinguished or out, as a fire or light
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HAʻAWINA HOʻOMAʻAMAʻA 5
ʻAike ʻO - Kino ʻŌ & Kino ʻĀ

E unuhi i nā hopunaʻōlelo o lalo iho me ke koho pololei i ke Kino ʻŌ/ʻĀ.
Translate the sentences below in with the proper Kino ʻŌ/ʻĀ usage.

1. This dresser is my dresser.

2. That (near) dresser is your dresser.

3. That (far) dresser is his dresser.

4. The bed is Kawika’s bed.

5. That (far) bed is the bed of Kawika’s father.

6. This bed is the bed of Kawika’s daughter.

7. This bedroom is Kawika’s bedroom.

8. That (far) is the pillow of Kealoha.

9. The bed sheet is my bed sheet.

10. That (near) blanket is her blanket.
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